Abstract. Let e > 0 and consider e2u"(t ;e) + u'(t;e) = Au(t ; e) + f K(t -s)Au(s ; e) ds + f(t ; e), t > 0, Jo >0 u(0;e) = Mo(e), u'(0; e) = «,(«), and w '(t) = Aw(t)+ ¡ K{t-s)Aw{s)ds + f(t) t>0,w(0) = w0, Jo in a Banach space X when e -> 0. Here A is the generator of a strongly continuous cosine family and a strongly continuous semigroup, and K(t) is a bounded linear operator for t > 0. With some convergence conditions on initial data and /(/ ; e) and smoothness conditions on K(-), we prove that if e -> 0, then u(t; e) -» w(f) in X uniformly for t 6 [0, T] for any fixed T > 0. We will apply this to an equation in viscoelasticity.
Introduction
We study integrodifferential equations e2u"(t ; e) + u'(t ; e) = Au(t ; e) -t-/ Kit -s)Au{s ; e) ds Jo (l.i) +/(*;«), i>0, M(0;e) = wo(e), i/{0; e) = Ki(e), and w'{t) = Awit)+ [ Kit-s)Awis)ds + f{t), t>0, (1.2) Jo t/j(0) = ii;o, in a Banach space X, with ¿I the generator of a strongly continuous cosine family and a strongly continuous semigroup, and K(t) a bounded linear operator for t > 0. We regard (1.2) as the limiting equation of (1.1) as 6-»0. Now, (1.2) is of lower order of derivative (in t); in this sense we say that we are dealing with the singular perturbation problems.
There are many studies on singular perturbations (see, e.g., Goldstein [6] , Hale and Raugel [10] , Smith [13] , Grimmer and Liu [8] , and the references therein). Since this work was influenced by Fattorini [5] , we only state some results of [5] . Fattorini [5] considered the singular perturbations for e2u"{t;e) + u'{t;e) = Au{t;e) + f{t;e), t>0,
u{0;e) = u0ie), u'{0; e) = ux{e), and (1.4) w'{t) = Aw{t) + f{t), t>0, w{0) = w0, with A the generator of a strongly continuous cosine family and a strongly continuous semigroup in a Banach space X and proved that: For any T > 0, if /(• ; e) -» / in Lx{[0, T], X) and u0{e) -► wo, e2ux{e) -*0 as £->0, then «(r; e) -» w{t) in X uniformly for t e [0, T] as e -» 0.
We will prove here with some smoothness conditions on £(•) that exactly the same statements as above hold for (1.1) and (1.2). The methods we will use in studying the singular perturbations for integrodifferential equations are as follows: We first use the technique introduced in [1, 2, 11, 12 ] to change (1.1) and (1.2) into equations that look like (1.3) and (1.4), and then estimate u{t; e) -w{t). Note that «(•; e) -ti>(-) will also appear as an integrand, so GronwalFs inequality is used to solve the problem. Finally we apply this result to an equation in viscoelasticity.
Singular perturbations
In this paper we make the following hypotheses: (HI) Operator A generates a strongly continuous cosine family C(-) and a strongly continuous semigroup S('). (See [5] .) (H2) For t > 0, K{t),K'{t),K"it) e 5(X) (B(X) = space of all bounded linear operators on X). For x e X, Kx, K'x, K"x e LXociR+, X). Here K', K" are the strong derivatives.
(H3) fi-;e),feCx{R+,X), where e > 0, R+ = [0, oo). We say that u : R+ -> X is a solution of (1.1) if u e C2{R+ , X), u(t) e D{A) (domain of A) for t > 0 and (1.1) is satisfied on R+ . Solutions of (1.2) are defined in a similar way. In order to verify the existence of solutions of (1.1) we change it to another more common form. (See [5] .) Let u{t;e) = e-'/2e2vit/e).
Then (1.1) can be replaced by v"it/e) =(a + -^)vit¡e) + Í Kit-s)e«-s)lulAv{s/e)ds + e1'2'1f{t; e). Kit) = eKiet)e'/2e, fit) = fist ; e)e'/2c, t>0.
Note that the existence and uniqueness of solutions of (2.1) and (1.2) were obtained in [3, 4, 7, 14, 15] and that we are only interested in singular perturbations in this paper. Thus, we may assume that (1.1) and (1.2) have unique solutions «(£; e) and wit) respectively for every e > 0. Now we can state and prove the following result concerning the convergence of solutions, with the following hypotheses:
(H4) uoie), wq e DiA), w0(e) -»iüo,£2Mi(e) Integration by parts yields F * u'it ;e)= i F'(t -s)uis ;e)ds + F(0)u(t ; e) -F(t)uo(e), Jo F*u"it;e)= f F"it-s)uis;e)ds + FiO)u'it;e)-Fit)uxie) Jo + F'iO)u(t;e)-F'(t)u0(e).
J. H. LIU Therefore (1.1) can be replaced by (2 3) e2u"(t;e) + u'(t;e) = Au(t;e) + f(t;e), t>0, +Git;e)Üuoie) + e2uxie)]
(s) ds. So that the Gronwall's inequality [9] can be used to obtain Details are omitted here. This result also relates to a concept called "change the type" (from hyperbolic to parabolic).
-S(t)w0 + j [Git -s ; e)fis ; e) -S(t -s)f(s By (H4) and (P5), we can write (2.7) as u(t ; e) -«/(i) = 0(e ,[0,T]) + J [G(i -s ; e)/(s ; e) -S(t -s)f(s)]ds

